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ABSTRACT

Logic obfuscation emerged as an efficient solution to strengthen the security of integrated circuits (ICs) from multiple threats including reverse engineering and intellectual property (IP) theft. Emergence of Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) attacks and its variants have shown to circumvent the security mechanisms such as obfuscation and a plethora of its variants. Considering the size of ICs and the amount of time it takes to validate a design i.e., obfuscation against SAT attack could range from few ms to days. In contrast, our current work focuses on devising an iterative, dynamic and intelligent SAT-hard clause generator for a given SAT-prone problem. The proposed Machine Learning (ML)-based SAT to unSAT clause translator is a SAT-hard clause generator that utilizes a bipartite propagation based neural network model. The utilized model comprises multiple layers of artificial neural networks to extract the dependencies of literals and variables, followed by long short term memory (LSTM) networks to validate the SAT hardness. The proposed ML-based SAT to unSAT clause translator is trained with conjunctive normal form (CNF) of the IC netlist that are both SAT solvable and SAT-hard. Further, the model is also trained to convert a CNF from satisifiable (SAT) to unsatisfiable (unSAT) form with minor perturbation (which translates to minor overheads) so that the SAT-attack cannot decrypt the keys. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has been reported on neural network based SAT-hard clause or CNF translator for circuit obfuscation. We evaluate our proposed models’ empirical performance against MiniSAT with 300 CNFs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With more semiconductor industries inclining towards fabless business model i.e., outsourcing the fabrication to offshore foundries, to cope-up with the operational and maintenance costs, the threat of hardware security is exacerbating [6]. This hardware threat could be in the form of intellectual property (IP) theft, hardware Trojan (HT) insertions, integrated circuit (IC) tampering, over production and cloning to name a few. Furthermore, the threat could occur during any phase of the IC production cycle ranging from design phase, fabrication phase or even after releasing the design to the market (in the form of side-channel attacks) [6].

To thwart the prevalent security threats, many hardware design-for-trust techniques have been introduced [1] such as split manufacturing [7], IC camouflaging, and logic locking a.k.a logic obfuscation. Among multiple aforementioned techniques, logic locking can thwart the majority of the attacks at various phases in the IC Production chain. This is because logic locking requires the correct keys to unlock the true functionality of the design [4].

Although logic locking schemes enhance the security of the IP, the advent of Boolean satisfiability (SAT) based attack [9], also known as “oracle-guided” threat model shows that by applying a few stimuli to the design and analyzing the output, the key value and functionality of an IC could be extracted in the order of a few minutes. To implement SAT attack, the attacker needs access to (a) an obfuscated netlist of IC (obtained after de-layering fabricated IC or constructed from layout), and (b) a functional/activated IC, to which the attacker can apply inputs and monitor the output and functionality. The extracted netlist is converted into a conjunctive normal form (CNF)1, fed to a SAT solver to determine the keys (assignment to each boolean variable in CNF) to decrypt and reverse engineer the IP.

One of the major challenges with adopting defenses such as obfuscating large number of gates is a large power performance and area overheads [3]. Previous works consider developing Anti-SAT solutions through embedding different metrics (non-convertible to CNF) or through heuristic intuitions and proofs. Such solutions involve challenges including complexity, incompleteness and high probability to exclude parameters that were not explored in literature. To address these concerns, we introduce a neural network with bipartite message passing mechanism that can determine SAT solvability of a given CNF (obtained netlist) and convert the CNF into unSAT (SAT-hard) through minimal modification to the netlist such as flipping a literal (through addition of inverter gate or using XOR instead of XNOR) which is known as “oracle-guided” threat model shows that by applying a few stimuli to the design and analyzing the output, the key value and functionality of an IC could be extracted in the order of a few minutes. To implement SAT attack, the attacker needs access to (a) an obfuscated netlist of IC (obtained after de-layering fabricated IC or constructed from layout), and (b) a functional/activated IC, to which the attacker can apply inputs and monitor the output and functionality. The extracted netlist is converted into a conjunctive normal form (CNF)1, fed to a SAT solver to determine the keys (assignment to each boolean variable in CNF) to decrypt and reverse engineer the IP.

2 SAT TO UNSAT TRANSLATOR

We present the overview of our proposed model in this section. The proposed model is a hybrid Message Passing Neural Network (MPNN) [2] framework that is able to learn SAT deobfuscation by passing messages across the literals and clauses of the given CNF. It learns at a clause-by-clause basis rather than all clauses at once. Furthermore, the proposed model is also equipped with

1A CNF is a conjunction (i.e AND) of one or more clauses, where a clause is a disjunction (i.e OR) of literals.
a mechanism to modify the netlist i.e., update the CNF in a slight manner to convert the SAT problem to unSAT. Figure 1 depicts the operational flow of the proposed framework.

![Figure 1: Architecture of proposed ML-based SAT to unSAT clause translator.](image)

We provide the CNF form of the netlist for a given IC as an input to the model. We use the MiniSAT [8] SAT-solver as a deobfuscation SAT-attack. The rationale to use this attack is that even the current SAT-attacks are based on the miniSAT phenomenon. However, the model is not limited to nor dependent on MiniSAT attack. As such, one can utilize a different SAT-attack.

The proposed model consists of a literal vector \( L_{\text{init}} \) and a clause vector \( C_{\text{init}} \) extracted from the CNF, which is fed to a three-layer fully connected MPNN \( (L_{\text{msg}}, C_{\text{msg}}, L_{\text{sat}}) \), and a two-layer LSTM \( (C_{u}, L_{u}) \) network. Hidden states for literals and clauses are denoted by \( L_{h} \) and \( C_{h} \) respectively. An adjacency Matrix \( (M) \) defines the relation between literals and clauses. This relationship between literals and clauses is established by connecting edges among them.

Message is passed back and forth along the edges of the network [2]. Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network takes \( L_{\text{init}} \) and \( C_{\text{init}} \) as its input and passes its output \( (L_{\text{msg}}, C_{\text{msg}}) \) to the LSTM network [5] which updates the literals \( l_{t+1} \) and clauses \( c_{t+1} \) at each iteration, as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{\text{u}}([M^TL_{\text{msg}}(L_{t})]) & \rightarrow C_{t+1}^{h} \\
C_{\text{u}}([C_{\text{init}}]) & \rightarrow C_{t+1}^{h} \\
L_{\text{u}}([\text{Flip}(L_t^{h}), MC_{\text{msg}}(C_{t+1}^{h})]) & \rightarrow L_{t+1}^{h} \\
L_{\text{u}}([L_{\text{init}}^{h}]) & \rightarrow L_{t+1}^{h}
\end{align*}
\]

\( L_{\text{sat}} \) votes SAT or unSAT for a particular literal and taking the average vote of all the literals after \( T \) iteration, SATConda predicts whether a problem is SAT or unSAT.

This message-passing architecture lets the SATConda to learn the features that can distinguish the SAT solvable CNFs from unSAT CNFs. Post training, the proposed SATConda first verifies for the SAT hardness i.e., SAT solvable or unSAT for a given CNF. If the CNF is SAT-hard, it terminates. However, if it is SAT solvable, the SATConda starts perturbing the literals (such as flipping or adding auxiliary variables) beginning from the last clause of a given CNF, thus translating a given CNF from SAT solvable to SAT-hard.

### Table 1: Performance Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total SAT-problems</th>
<th>300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SATConda Trained on</td>
<td>200 problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATConda Tested on</td>
<td>100 problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables in each CNF</td>
<td>5 to 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trained with</td>
<td>16 iterations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tested with</td>
<td>16 iterations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solved problem using the proposed model</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we demonstrate our empirical result of SATConda. Our dataset consists of 300 SAT-problems (200 for training and 100 for testing). The CNFs used in training and test consist of variables ranging from five to twenty. All the considered 100 CNFs in the test scenario are satisfiable (verified through executing MiniSAT solver). Among the 100 tested CNFs through the SATConda, only 18 of the CNFs are solvable through the SAT solver i.e., indicates nearly 82% efficiency in converting SAT to unSAT. In addition to verifying through SATConda, the verification of CNF through traditional SAT solvers is yet to be done. It has been observed that the SATConda perturbs the CNFs slightly so that the CNFs becomes SAT-hard i.e., one can perform the obfuscation efficiently, thus leading to stronger security. Table 1 summarizes the performance of SATConda. More validation of converted CNFs for SAT hardness with other SAT solvers is yet to be performed.

### 4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we introduce a neural network based SAT-hard problem generator towards an intelligent and stronger logic-locking based obfuscation for hardware security. We have observed a successful conversion of SAT to unSAT through the proposed ML-based SAT to unSAT clause translator for multiple variable size CNFs. For future work, we plan to evaluate this framework on state-of-the-art benchmark such as ISCAS benchmark and validate with traditional SAT solvers regarding the SAT hardness. Also, we will improve this model for generating harder SAT-problem so that we can develop existing logic obfuscation more secure from present and emerging attacks.
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